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Whot is fhe Cultural Resource GIS focility?
The Cultural Resource Geographic Information Systems

facility is the only program within NPS dedicated to
developing and fostering the use of Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) and Global Positioning System (GPS)

technologies in documenting, analyzing, and managing
cultural resources. \Torking closely with parks, partners

and other programs, such as the Historic American Buildings
Survey (HABS), the Historic American Engineering Record
(HAER) and the Historic American Landscapes Survey
(HALS), CRGIS records the nation's heritage, using a
variety of tools.

p' CRGIS staff reflect the varied disciplines in historic
preservation including archeology, history, military-
history, and architectural history, coupled with GISCI
Certified GIS Specialists.

ts CRGIS works with many NPS partners including
State and tibal Historic Preservation Offices, local
agencies, preservation organizations, universities,

other Federal agencies.

Whst does CRGIS do ?

l7ithin historic preservation, accurate locational data

remains a critical element in our understanding of cultural
landscapes, building traditions, settlement patterns, and past

Iife ways. However, relying completely on traditional survey

and documentation methods limits our options. CRGIS
explores the use of CIS and GPS to berrer manage and

protect cultural resources. Combining these technologies

with traditional documentation methods expands the use

of documentation for wider audiences.

ts Over the past twenty years CRGIS has mapped and

created GIS databases as well as applications for many
cultural resources.

h CRGIS has conducted GPS survey or GIS analyses on
more chan 600 French and Indian S7ar, Revolutionary
\War, War of tBt2, Mexican-American \flar, and Civil
War battlefields, including features from earthworks to

assoc iated historic properties.

CRGIS integrates historic maps with GIS providing
important contexrual information for many cultural
resources, showing the relationships between current,
and historic landscapes. 
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CRGISworksonprojectsthatillustratehowGPSand
GIS technologies can better illustrate cultural resources,

provide better access to sites, and allow users to engage

in dynamic analysis 
,,,,

CRGIS projects focus on engineering features, historigj
buildings, large landscapes and traditional cultural ri-$i

properties as well as how the stories of all of these ,.in$

resources can be enhanced using new technologies. #
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CRGIS employs all forms of technologies related #
geographically representing cultural resources, heffing
to provide better 3D visualization tools. .,;ij
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Historic American Engineering Record imoge, os

disp/oyed through the Librory of Congress websife,
showing o se/ecied ouf/ef lock. Imoges ond documenfofion
ore /inked fo fhe specific /ocofions in the De/owore ond
lehigh Nofionr:/ Heriloge Corridor GIS opp/icofion.
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wifh GIS ond GPS dofo coliecled fo documenl the chronalagy ol cronberry bog
development ot the Whifesbog historic cranberry bog in Whrhsbog, New Jerse/.



DOCUMENTI NG CULTU RAL RESOU RCES WITH

Documentotion, Archivol Reseorch,
ond the lnterpretotion of Historic Doto
The Delaware and Lehigh National Heritage Corridor
focuses on the coal industry centered in the region, as well
as related manufacturing operations. As part of their
mission, the Corridor stafl like any other park unit, state,

or Federal agency, needs to create and maintain an inventory

of cultural resources and document the remaining features

for interpretation.

aerial imagery, GPS and GIS data to create a

comprehensive tool.

created by the Historic American Engineering Record,

were associated with specific locations.

Places nominations, were incorporated into the

GIS, allowing Corridor staffto combine traditional
documentation with new visualization tools, participate

in local planning processes, and protect the resources

that remain.

View of the Delowore ond lehigh Nofionol Herifoge Corridor GIS opplicofion,
showing fhe selecfion of on oullel lock in Eosfon, Pennsylvonio.

BACKGROUND IMAGE
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GIS AND GPS TECHNOLOGIES
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Recording Heritoge Ploces

Capturing detailed information that records a physical

cultural resource remains the heart of historic preservation.

Traditional measured drawings and photographs serve as the

tools to accomplish these goals. However, as we continue to

broaden our definitions of cultural resources, we must also

entertain new ways to record these resource types.

Survey to document the eighteenth century North
Family Shaker village in Mount Lebanon, New York.

Recording this village and understanding the

interconnectedness of the various features tells the

story of the community associated with a cultural
group that no longer exists.

Using traditional CAD measured drawings, as well

as large format photographs, CRGIS constructed
an application modeling the entire village in three

dimensions, allowing users to explore the landscape.

Additionally, CRGIS overlaid geo-referenced historic

maps and current landscape features on the model.

The tool provided an effective way to record and

interpret the site for the public, creating a way to
present traditional documentation in a more dynamic

environment.
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qnd Assessment

CRG,S Focility sfoff conducfing o GPS field troining session.

The use of GIS/GPS to identify, survey, and assess the
condition and significance of resources proved e4trenlely
efficient, and the data generated serves as a record that
can help assess damage should disasters affect the area

in the future.

CRGIS produced a cultural resource disaster response

methodology which can be applied to other types and

sizes of disasters.

LEFT: View of the New Orleons posf-Kofrino
G/S opplicofion, showing the hisforic

orchifecfure review dofo, including digito/
phofogrophs, /ocofions of resources co/lecfed
wifh GPS, ond condifio n informotion used
to moke deferminofions of e/igibility for the

Nofionol Regisfer of Historic Ploces reloted fo

individuol buildings. ABoVE: CRGIS facility
sfoff conducting o GPS field training session.
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Informotion Monogement for Mqintenonce
ond Monitoring of Heritoge Ploces

Documenting resources serves to provide a permanent record

of a physical paradigm, in addition to assisting in maintaining
a resource and monitoring its status over time.

Cemetery in Alexandria, Virginia, creating a GIS tool to
locate headstones and monitor the landscape over time.

created a GIS model of the cemetery and all of its associated

features, integrating the existing cemetery records.

View of the Alexondrio Nofionol Cemefery G/S opplicofion, showing fhe

geo.referenced hisforic mop, locofions of heodsfones ond cemefery feofures

io/lecfed wifh GPS, olong wilh photos of heodsfones ond informofion used

fo document fhe so/diers inferred.

data about each person in the cemetery as well as the

condition of the various cemetery features, allowing
staff to better maintain the resources, explore treatment

options, and work to steward the entire site.

effective way to navigate the cemetery to find individuals
or groups.
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A schemofic model o{ how the culturolresource spotiol dofo fronsfer

sfondords ore consfructed, whot informotion fhe sfondords documenf,

ond how fhey con be used fo occess external dofoboses.

lnformotion Systems ond Disseminotion
Sharing and. d.isserninating locational information is

important to understanding the context within which
resources acquire significance. Currently, different agencies

maintain their own inventories of resources, often in different
formats with different levels of accuracy. Sharing important
location information on short notice or to take part in
planning processes becomes a challenge.

lead Federal agency for the cultural resource data theme

through the Federal Geographic Data Committee.

and Tribal agencies to develop tools and standards to

facilitate data sharing.

resource spatial data transfer standards.
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GIS qnd GPS Troining

Providing cultural resource oriented GIS/GPS training
is a key component of the CRGIS program.

> CRGIS offers introductory and advanced classes of
ATcGIS software, providing a GIS foundation using

exercises based on typical cultural resource management

data.

group needs using timble Navigation equipment and

software, with the purpose of giving the student a basis

for designing and executing a GPS cultural resource

survey, and moving from fieldwork to data processing

to integration into a GIS.

CRGIS continues to explore the range and depth of
possibilities GIS and GPS technologies offer cultural resource

specialists as they work to find new ways to more accurately

record, manage, and promote cultural resources. Dynamic
presentation through GIS and GPS provides increased

visibility of cultural resources in planning processes and

improves the stewardship of important resources.

For more information about the CRGIS program and to

contact Cultural Resource GIS Facility, visit our website at

htt p : | | www. nps. gov I hi st o ry I h d p I ugi s lin dex. htm

BACKGROUND IMAGE

Hisforic Americon [ondscopes Survey drowing delineofing the chronology
of cronberry bog developmenf bosed on GIS ond GPS dofo collecfed

ol the Whitesbog historic cronberry bog in Whitesbog, New Jersey.
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